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Climate change is already a reality for livestock production but the effects have been examined 
mainly in ruminant species and less is known about the impacts and the vulnerability of the pig 
sector to climate warming, particularly from a European Union (EU) sector perspective. Therefore, 
the aim of this paper is to review the potential effects of climate change on EU pig production and 
forecast the future effects based on climate modelling. Based on evidence published in the 
literature, climate change may reduce EU pig productivity by indirectly reducing the availability of 
crops usually used in pig feeding, spreading the vector or pathogen to new locations and increased 
risk of cereals contamination with mycotoxins; and directly by heat stress and increasing disease 
susceptibility. Provision of realistic projections of climate change impacts on EU pig sector is a 
prerequisite to evaluate its vulnerability and propose effective adaptation strategies. Simulation 
modeling is the most powerful tool for predicting the effects of climate change on EU pork 
production. One of the main challenges for simulation modelling is to accurately account for direct 
and indirect effects but also to uncertainties in parameter values that would substantially increase 
the uncertainty estimates for model projections. The last part of the paper focuses on the main 
issues that still need to be overcome for developing a decision support tools for simulating the 
direct and indirect effect of climate change in pig farms. 


